Using Apostrophes to Show Possession
Tick the sentence that uses an apostrophe correctly.

1. The bikes brake’s were very squeaky.
The bikes’ brake were very squeaky.
The bike’s brakes were very squeaky.

2. Jimmy’s pizzas are the tastiest.
Jimmys pizza’s are the tastiest.
Jimm’ys pizzas are the tastiest.

3. Yorkshires’ weather can be wet and cold.
Yorkshire’s weather can be wet and cold.
Yorkshires weather’s can be wet and cold.

4. Mrs Walsh’s lessons are always interesting.
Mrs Walshs lesson’s are always interesting.
Mrs Walshs lessons are alway’s interesting.

5. The shoes’ sole had been eaten by mice.
The shoe’s sole had been eaten by mice.
The shoes sole’s had been eaten by mice.

6. In 2020, it will be Japans turn to host the Olympic’s.
In 2020, it will be Japans turn’s to host the Olympics.
In 2020, it will be Japan’s turn to host the Olympics.
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Rewrite the sentences with the apostrophe in the correct place.
1. The bikes brake’s were very squeaky.



2. Jimm’ys pizzas are the tastiest.



3. Yorkshires’ weather can be wet and cold.



4. Mrs Walshs lesson’s are always interesting.



5. The shoes’ sole had been eaten by mice.



6. In 2020, it will be Japans turn to host the Olympic’s.
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Write answers to these questions using a singular or proper noun with an apostrophe.
One has been done for you.
1. The brakes of what are squeaky?
The car’s brakes are squeaky.

2. Whose pizzas taste the best?



3. Which county’s weather can be wet and cold?



4. Whose favourite hobby is skateboarding?



Rewrite the sentences with the apostrophe in the correct place.
5. Tims’ hair is spiky and red.



6. My auntys house has giant tree’s in the garden’s.
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